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Oilers, Stars Even After Four

The Edmonton Oilers have really gotten into an Verb - Present ends in ING series with the Dallas

Proper Noun . The games at home have been evenly split, one a piece for a two - two series. In each of the

first three games there has been a defensive Noun Adverb , for one of the teams, that resulted in

4 unanswered goals.

Game one saw Edmonton Determiner up a three goal lead after two periods. With Deryk Engelland sitting

in the Noun Ryan Kesler scored an unassisted shorthanded goal to Verb four goals in less than

eight minutes. Tyler Seguin was able to get the eventual game Noun , with an Verb fro Taylor

Hall. Special teams were very Adjective for the Oilers to get a win in the series opener. The

Proper Noun were unable to capitalize on the eight powerplay opportunities they had, Verb - 

Present ends in ING only eight shots. Edmonton got a powerplay goal, on two attempts, to give both special team

Noun - Plural a goal on the evening. It was an important win, in what looks to be a tough Noun .

Verb - Present ends in ING along, with just over ten minutes to go in the Determiner , the Oilers held the

worst Noun in hockey. Again, another eight minutes span in the third period, this time for the bad guys,

four goals were scored unanswered, for the win. It was the big Russian Noun , Valeri Nichushkin with

the goal to get his club with in one. It was Jamie Oleksiak with the game winning goal, to go along with an apple

and five Noun - Plural on the night. The giant Noun is quietly Verb - Present ends in ING into

the



Dallas blueline's anchor. Not flashy, but has taken on a tough role for a young hockey Noun and held

his own.

In Dallas, for the first Star's home game, it was in the second period this time when the Oilers pulled away from

the Proper Noun , after a goal a piece in the first. Steve Ott got the team Verb - Present ends in ING with

the club's second shorthanded marker of the series. These four goal out bursts haven't seen anyone score multiple

times, and this reflects the contributions from all four lines. It has been a tough series, and this was a particularly

rough game, Verb - Present ends in ING the series first Noun , with John Scott getting a decisive win

over Brendan Gaunce. Not only did the Oilers penalty killers get a goal, but they limited the Proper Noun

to only one Noun on eight powerplay opportunities.

It wasn't until game four that fans got to see a consistent effort from both teams for the full 60 minutes. An

evenly played affair that saw the home team take the Noun , then the Oilers Verb it up three

time, leading to Noun . It was on a powerplay that Emerson Etem was able to score the game

Noun , just barely in to the frame. The Dallas Proper Noun penalty Verb - Present ends in ING

was able to shutdown the league's best Noun , at home. It was important in the Proper Noun

coming away with a split at home.

And now we head into what will be a best of three series. Not enough time for Jeff Petry to return from the

viscous



Proper Noun Noun given to him by Dallas Proper Noun captain, Brendan Morrow, on

March thirty-first. Some say this was a calculated move, by possibly the Noun and Noun

general manager in the league, TMP16. Oilers faithful will be looking for someone to step up and take this team

to Noun over the evil Proper Noun .
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